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Abstract
Due to the increasing demand for natural gas in the world today, transportation of natural
gas from different parts of the world has become a necessity. Liquefying the natural gas provides
a safer and cheaper alternative for transportation and also increases its storage capabilities. The
liquefaction process requires the natural gas to be cooled using various methods of cryogenic
processes and also be depressurized to atmospheric conditions for easier and safer storage. This
paper analyzes eleven total methods for the liquefaction of natural gas based on their capacity,
fixed costs and their operating efficiency. Seven out of the eleven processes are currently
established in various parts of the world. The remaining four processes are in developmental
stages and each patent description is used to simulate each process and determine its feasibility
in industry. At the reported maximum capacities of each process, the equipment and utility costs
are determined. These prices per capacity are then related along a possible range of annual
capacities to determine the most economical process based on specific capacities.
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Introduction
The design of liquefaction plants is an important part of the natural gas industry. There
are several methods available depending on the capacity of natural gas being produced and the
amount of equipment desired. Several new processes for gas liquefaction have been developed
but are not in use, even though they might be more efficient, require less equipment, and cost
less to run. The purpose of this project is to simulate several processes and evaluate them based
on cost of equipment, operating costs, and capacity.

Natural Gas
Natural gas is what is used to describe a gas composed of a mixture of different
hydrocarbons, compounds made of carbon and hydrogen, being pulled from the ground. It
contains different proportions of methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8), and butane
(C4H10). When the gas is initially extracted from the ground at the well sites, it also contains
impurities in the form of hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, and water, along with trace elements
such as halogen gases. The normal compositions of these compounds in natural gas are listed
below:
Table 1: Natural Gas
Composition
Component
Composition
Methane
70-90%
Ethane
Propane
0-20%
Butane
Carbon Dioxide
0-8%
Oxygen
0-0.2%
Nitrogen
0-5%
Hydrogen Sulfide 0-5%
Rare gases
trace
Source: http://www.naturalgas.org/overview/background.asp

There are two forms of natural gas: wet and dry. Wet natural gas is where the methane
composition is on the low side of the estimation in the table above, between 70% and 80%. The
other compounds are present in their higher amounts. When methane is present in very high

percentages, above 80%, with less percentages of the higher hydrocarbons present, it is
considered dry.
After the gas has been removed from the ground it is transported to a processing facility.
In the processing plant, there are four treatments that the gas goes through before it is ready to be
transported for use: oil and solids removal, dehydration, separation of natural gas liquids (NGL),
and scrubbing to remove hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide.
When underground, the pressure causes the natural gas to dissolve in oil. When it is
released from the ground, the natural gas can separate from the oil as the pressure is decreased
depending on the composition and pressure of the formation from which the gas is removed.
Under the most basic removal conditions a simple tank with streams exiting from both the top
and bottom is required, to allow gravity to naturally separate the liquid from the gas. Under
other conditions a separator may be needed.
Methods for dehydrating the natural gas include glycol dehydration, in which a liquid
desiccant with an affinity for water is used to absorb water vapor from the gas1, and solid
desiccant dehydration, the primary form, which uses two adsorption towers filled with solids1.
Natural gas liquids are removed either by absorption, by a cryogenic expansion process,
or by fractionation which separates each liquid component separately. Sweetening the gas is a
term used to describe the process of removing hydrogen sulfide. To sweeten the gas, amine
solutions are used to absorb and remove hydrogen sulfide. NGL and sulfur removed from the
process are each sold after removal, as each is profitable on its own. Once the gas has gone
through each of these processes, it is scrubbed to remove other large impurities such as sand. All
of these processes take place at a plant near the well site.

Liquefied Natural Gas
Once natural gas has been cleaned and scrubbed, it is transported to its final destination.
Depending on where the gas is being transported to, it needs to be liquefied, or cooled to a liquid.
The liquefaction of natural gas involves cooling the natural gas to -260 F, at which point the gas
has become a liquid. After liquefaction, the volume of the gas is reduced by a factor of 600.

Reducing the volume allows for more of the gas to be transported with less equipment, especially
when being transported overseas.
There are hundreds of processes for liquefying natural gas, but very few are actually in
use. Most of the processes in use are not patented, with mostly new processes being patented.
The most used processes for liquefaction are processes developed by Air Products and Chemical
Inc., ConocoPhillips, and Linde, each of which has a capacity between two and eight MTPA.
Depending on the process, different refrigerants are used to cool the natural gas but with the use
of similar equipment. The factor that differs between processes is the setup and design. The
primary equipment used are plate fin heat exchangers, spiral wound heat exchangers, shell and
tube heat exchangers, compressors, expanders, and valves. Most of the work required to cool the
natural gas takes place in the plate fin or spiral wound heat exchangers.
Newer processes tend to reduce the amount of equipment used in the cycle and have an
increased capacity of five to nine MTPA. The lower costs of implementation and increased
capacity make the new processes very viable in industry. Unfortunately many of the older
processes have been in use for such a long time, that the cost of upkeep and initial cost have
created a lull in the need for new liquefaction techniques. Companies do not want to have to tear
down old equipment and pay for the installation of new equipment when they have a process that
is based on proven technology.

Refrigeration Cycles
A basic refrigeration cycle consists of two heat exchangers, a valve, and a compressor.
The refrigerant flows through the evaporator where it is heated. The evaporator represents the
cooling that a gas or liquid would receive from the refrigerant. From the evaporator, the
refrigerant flows through a compressor to get the stream back to the design pressure. It also
converts the stream from two phases to one phase. After the evaporator the refrigerant might be
at or past its boiling point. After the compressor, the refrigerant flows through a condenser to get
it to its bubble point. The refrigerant then flows through an expansion valve, after which it is
cool enough to absorb the heat that is transferred in the evaporator. A diagram of a simple
refrigeration cycle (Figure 12) is shown below.
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When using pure refrigerants, such as propane or nitrogen, the curve of the refrigerant is
typically a stair step curve against the natural gas as indicated by the beginning of the diagram.
A mixed refrigerant curve is typically smoother, allowing it to come closer to the curve of the
natural gas, as shown at the end of the diagram. This implies that the use of a mixed refrigerant,
typically including methane, ethane, propane, and butane, is a better choice for refrigerants. The
composition of the mixed refrigerant is also a factor in how close the refrigerant curve is to the
natural gas curve.

Plate Fin Heat Exchangers
These heat exchangers are widely used in cryogenic application because of their low cost,
small size, low weight, high thermal capacity and effectiveness relative to other types of heat
exchangers. The result of the improved effectiveness is the achievement of true counter current
flow where there is an increase in the temperature spread and a closer approach to ideality. This
means that the refrigerant cooling curve is closer to the natural gas cooling curve.
The exchanger is made up of manifolds or headers which consist of elements. A manifold
and an element are shown below, Figures 4 and 5 respectively. An element is made up of a
corrugated die-formed fin plate placed between flat metal separator plates. There are side bars
along the outside of the fin sections. A stack of the elements is welded to form a rigid matrix and
can be designed to meet any configuration and size. The stacks are welded onto the manifolds.
Depending on the application, a number of manifolds can be assembled to form the heat
exchanger.

Figure 3: Manifold or Header (xchanger.com)
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Figure 4: An element

The wavy configuration of the fin promotes turbulence and therefore improves heat transfer. This
increase in heat transfer is accompanied by an increase in pressure drop. This is a problem with
low density fluids like gases because of the extra work required to surmount the pressure drop.

Figure 5: Fin Configurations

This work is often much higher than the increase in heat transfer acquired from the fins. For
applications where it is proposed any fin configuration other than the simplest, a thorough
analysis of the effect on the system should be conducted.
In designing the plate fin heat exchanger, it is possible to have different heights of the
alternating fin plates. There is no requirement to have the same height or spacing of separator
plates. This is a useful freedom to have in situations where the difference in density of the hot
and cold fluids is large. In cryogenic systems, the refrigerant stream entering the expander has a
higher density than the stream coming out of the expander. In such a case as this, it is necessary
to use a larger height for the lower density stream so that a common Reynolds number and
therefore heat transfer coefficient, U, can be attained.

Aluminum is the usual material of construction of plate fin heat exchangers for cryogenic
applications. (Walker, 104-110)
Figure 6: Element Geometry (Crossfl )

Spiral Wound Heat Exchangers
These heat exchangers have a broad temperature and pressure range and are used in
single phase and two phase applications. They are able to handle many streams depending on the
customers need. Pressures of up to 3625 psi can be handled sufficiently. The materials of
construction of this exchanger include austenitic steels, aluminum alloys, carbon steel, nickel and
chrome/moly alloys. This wide range of materials and the special features associated with the
geometry of the heat exchanger allow for a wide range of applications.
The surface area of heat transfer can be as high as 20,000 m2 but the maximum diameter
is limited to 7,500 mm and a weight of approximately 260 tons per unit. It is possible to have
larger diameters or higher weights but their feasibility has to be checked depending on the
customer’s needs.
The material of construction chosen depends on the customer’s needs. Simulations are
used for strength calculations of pressure containing vessels. Features such as tube spacing, tube
support, bundle support and flexible mandrel are selected based on proven design technology
developed over many years.

The exchanger consists of a center hollow tube with tube bundles that spiral round it. The
center tube and the tube bundle are housed in a metal column. The outer column does not have a
uniform diameter. The bottom part has a larger diameter than the top part. Figures A and B show
the outer shell and the tube bundles respectively.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Simulation Method
SIMSCI PRO II is used for simulation. All processes were simulated in a similar fashion
with some deviations where necessary in some of the processes. The processes are first translated
into simpler simulations using simple heat exchangers. Using the known process specifications,
namely temperature and pressure of LNG after each refrigeration stage, the simple simulations
are made to mimic the real more complicated processes. The next step is to transfer all calculated
process specifications to the real process simulation. The specifications transferred include
refrigerant temperature and pressure before and after refrigeration stages, compressor outlet
pressures, simple heat exchanger duties, utility flow rates, flash tank product fractions, etc. Some
of the specifications are available for the patented processes. They are used as first
approximations, after which they are further optimized. It is assumed that the data provided in
the patents are products of optimization.
The refrigerant composition for each stage of refrigeration and the compressor work are
then optimized. This can be done in the simple translation of the real process or it can be done in
the real process after specifications found in the simple translation have been transferred. The
refrigerant composition is optimized by finding the composition that produces the lowest
temperature. The compressor work is optimized by changing the refrigerant flow rate. There are
two restrictions to consider. These include the second law of thermodynamics and the surface
area of heat transfer of the LNG heat exchangers. PRO II does not take the second law into
consideration therefore it allows heat to be transferred from cold streams to hot streams. The
temperatures of the streams are checked and adjusted to make sure this is not happening. The
surface area of heat transfer in each cell of the LNG heat exchangers all have to be equal
otherwise the unit cannot be built. PRO II does not take this into consideration so adjustments
have to be made to the simulation. This is done by setting the difference between the areas of the
cells of the LNG heat exchangers to zero by changing the outlet temperature of the cells. At this
point, adjusting specifications of the simulation is done. The final step is to determine the
utilities required by the simple heat exchangers. At this point, the data from the simulation is
ready to be collected for economic calculations.

At the end of the simulation procedure, the point attained is not necessarily the global
minimum; it could be a local minimum. Further optimization could be done to reach a global
minimum but, due to time constraints, the point reached is accepted as the best possible situation.
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Figure 9
To use the LNG heat exchanger in PRO II, the outlet temperature of all the cells except one is
set. PROII calculates the outlet temperature of that one cell based on the inlet temperatures, inlet
pressures, flow rates and phases of all the cells. In the application of this project, the outlet
temperatures of the natural gas cell and the hot refrigerant cells are set while the outlet
temperature of the cold refrigerant cell is left to be calculated by PROII.
/
/
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For Countercurrent flow:
2

U is assumed to be 700 for Plate fin heat exchanger (PFHE)
U is assumed to be 900 for Spiral wound heat exchanger (SWHE)

These values for U were chosen based on literature. Literature reports that plate fin heat
exchangers can achieve high heat transfer coefficients. 700 was a reasonable number to pick
based on the heat transfer area values calculated in the simulations. Literature reports that the
SWHE has an unlimited operating range in terms of temperature and is more effective overall in
heat transfer in comparison to the plate fin heat exchanger. The SWHE U value, 900, was chosen
based on the previous point.
Plate fin Heat exchanger

The area of each cell in the PFHE has to be the same based on the geometry. PROII does
not do this automatically. It is done by calculating the area of each cell and using a controller to
set the difference between the areas to zero by changing the outlet temperature of the cells,
except the natural gas cell and the cold refrigerant cell (as mentioned earlier this is calculated by
PROII). The heat transfer area is calculated using Equation 1 and the PFHE is priced directly
using these areas. It is priced as a welded plate heat exchanger using McGraw Hill pricing
website.
Spiral Wound Heat exchanger
The cells in the SWHE do not need to have the same area, based on geometry. As such,
there is no limit on the temperatures the SWHE can handle. The heat transfer area is calculated
with the same equation used for the PFHE but the SWHE is sized differently because of its
complicated geometry. In the figure below, the cylinder with diameter D represents the central
hollow tube and the wrapped cylinder with diameter d represents the tube bundle that spirals
round the hollow tube. Although the tube bundles comprise many small tubes, for the sake of
sizing, we assume that the tube bundle is one large tube with diameter d.

D

d

Figure 10: SWHE geometry
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D is assumed to be 3ft based on inspection of images of the SWHE. The diameter of the
tube bundles, d, is calculated using equation (3). N is the number of times the tube bundles coil
round the central tube full circle. In equation (3), the heat transfer area is equated to the surface
area of the tube bundle with diameter, d. The term

is the circumference of the central tube

and is taken to be the length of the tube bundle. The length of the tube bundle is not uniform and
so there is error in the calculation of the diameter, d. As there was no documented method for
sizing the SWHE found, the method used in this project can be considered a rough estimation.
The height and diameter of the column are calculated using equation (4) and equation (5)
respectively. There was no direct way found to price the SWHE from diameter and height so it
was priced as a storage tank and multiplied by 100 because the price as a storage tank was much
lower than what was expected. It is known that the price of the SWHE is somewhere in the
millions but the storage tank price ranges in the ten thousands.

LNG Liquefaction Techniques
In determining the processes to consider in this study, searches were conducted based on
established processes currently in use by industry. This was followed by a patent search that
revealed several more choices, including a few already in our repertoire, and several of which
were modifications and improvements of the already established processes.
The list of liquefaction processes were then categorized by the type of refrigerant the
processes used (if any): all mixed refrigerants, all pure refrigerants, both mixed and pure

refrigerants, or other. The last category was compiled based on processes using selfrefrigeration, turbo-expanders, and other methods, as shown in Table 1 below.

Mixed Refrigerants
Linde- MFCP
Axens Liquefin Process

Table 2: Processes Under Consideration
Pure Refrigerants
Both
Other
APCI C3
CoP Simple Cascade
BP Self refrigerated process
MR
APCI APCoP Enhanced
ABB Randall TurboX
Cascade
Expander

Dual Mixed Refrigerant

CO2
MFCP

Technip-TEALARC

Williams Field Services co.
Mustang Group Smart
Liquefaction

ExxonMobil Dual Multicomponent
Black and Veatch Prico
Process
Technip- Snamprogetti
* Italicized processes signify Patent searched processes.
* Bolded processes signify processes not included in scope of project.

A total of sixteen processes were chosen to be reviewed for the possibility of simulation.
After reviewing all the processes, twelve processes were retained because of their currently
established use in industry or there was sufficient information about the process to help in its
simulations and determination of its optimum operating conditions.

Processes Removed From Study
The Technip-Snamprogetti process was removed due to its similarity to the TEALARC
process. It is nearly identical and thus not essential to the project. There was also a lack of
information about this process specifically

The ConocoPhillips Enhanced Cascade process was removed because of the use of the
ConocoPhillips Simple Cascade method. The Enhanced Cascade is a modification of the Simple
Cascade process that is established in industry. The modifications are designed to make the
process more efficient. Its basic principles are the same and it is considered a more beneficial
approach to optimize the “tried and true” original process rather than to optimize the enhanced
cascade to compare it to other tried and true processes.
The Williams Field Service Company process was not chosen because, when looking
over the patent, the description was a process for liquefying methane rich, or dry, natural gas
with the purpose of using the end product as a fuel in cars. The process also claimed to use
natural gas residue from a cryogenic plant as the feed stock for the process. With no knowledge
of the composition of the residue gas to be fed into the process, there is no acceptable way of
simulating the process.
The ABB Randall Corporation process was also disqualified from the project on the
basis that information on the composition of its refrigerants was not found. With the refrigerants
not known for the mechanical heat exchange process the simulation could not be completed.

Description of Processes and Specific Simulation Methods
The processes studied in this project are described below.
Black and Veatch’s Prico Process
Description

This process is considered as one of the simplest and most basic processes currently in
operation in the industry. It is considered a very basic setup with one large heat exchanger
network and a single mixed refrigerant refrigeration cycle. Though the simple setup limits the
capacity 1.2 MTPA per train, it reduces capital costs significantly.

Condenser

Compressor

Inlet Gas

Cold Box

LNG

Figure 11: Prico Process

The mixed refrigerant used in this process is methane, ethane, propane, pentane and
nitrogen. The composition of this mixed refrigerant can be chosen to match its boiling curve with
the cooling curve of the natural gas. Due to the small train capacity that can be handled at time
by this process, the curves are relatively easy to match thereby increasing its efficiency.
The ‘cold box’ in the setup is a collection of highly efficient plate fin heat exchangers
that help in the heat exchange process between the compressed refrigerant and the raw natural
gas. This heat exchange enables the cooling of natural gas to about a 260 F through forced
convection due to the turbulent nature of its flow. There is a considerable amount of refrigerant
used in the process to facilitate the cooling of the natural gas which leads to a lot of compression
work needed.
In the cost analysis of the process (in the appendix), the largest cost comes from the
cooling compression in the refrigeration cycle. The T-Q diagram below shows a supposedly
efficient procedure, however the cost of compression greatly outweighs all other costs. This
makes this process very fragile and the refrigerant composition very essential to its successful
implementation. There is a significant reduction in capital and maintenance cost due to its simple
setup.
Its low production capacity can be considered a disadvantage because more trains will be
required to produce in high capacities. The production rate closely mirrors the capital cost not
allowing for future improvement options without a total overhaul.

Simulation Method

Using a simple model of a single compression and a single refrigeration cycle, the Prico
process has a very basic configuration. The input stream parameters of the natural gas are set to
the standard temperature, pressure and composition.
The input refrigerant stream, REFRIGERANT, is all liquid at its bubble point
temperature of about 270F and a pressure of about 800psia. This stream is mixed refrigerant
composed of mostly hydrocarbons. The composition used in the simulations shown in Table 3
below.

Table 3: Refrigerant Composition
Component
Composition (%)
Methane
13.07
Ethane
11.81
Propane
10.09
I-Pentane
21.43
Nitrogen
43.60

The refrigerant stream enters the plate-fin Heat exchanger at its coldest temperature and
exits at about -135 F at stream S2. The exit stream, S2, is now both in liquid and vapor phase.
The refrigerant stream is then sent into an expansion valve where its pressure is reduced by
100psia. This expansion is meant to further re-cool the refrigerant before being sent back into the
heat exchanger to cool the natural gas stream to our desired temperature. That pressure drop in
the valve is appropriate because it prevents temperature crossing and reduces the area under the
curve in T-Q diagram below.
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Figure 12:Prico T‐Q Diagram
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After the final cooling of the natural gas by the mixed refrigerant to about -150F, the
refrigerants phase split is almost equal between the vapor and the liquid phases. This mixture is
now recompressed back to the original pressure of the input refrigerant stream of 800 psia which
was lost during the isenthalpic expansion by the valve, V1.
A significantly hotter mixed refrigerant stream is obtained after recompression and it now
has to be re-cooled by a separate refrigeration (propane) cycle before being sent back into the
heat exchanger. The separate refrigerant cycle is simulated as well to obtain the amount of
propane and nitrogen needed to accomplish the re-cooling.
To obtain the final specification needed for the LNG, the expander reduces the pressure
from a high 750 psia to atmospheric conditions. It provides the final needed cooling to obtain
LNG at about -257F.
In calculating the area of heat transfer required, a controller and calculator were used to
set the appropriate temperatures to equate the areas of the cells in the plate fin heat exchanger.
An optimizer was also used to obtain the minimal work needed to produce the LNG by the
compressor and the expander. The optimizer reduces the flow rate of the refrigerant while still
satisfying other constraints.
Dual Mixed Refrigerants
Description

This process is similar to the APCI C3-MR process. It consists of 2 refrigeration cycles.
The refrigerant used in the first cycle is a mixture of ethane and propane. The refrigerant used in

the second cycle is a mixture of nitrogen, methane, ethane, propane and butane. The capacity of
this process is reported at about 4.5 MTPA.

Figure 13: PFD of DMR
Simulation Method

For this process, the initial refrigerant composition used was obtained from literature.
The compositions used are shown in the table below along with the first guess of total flow rate.

Table 4:Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Stage 1 (%)
Stage 2 (%)
Methane
1
35
Ethane
47
41
Propane
6
1
n-Butane
30
i-Butane
16
Nitrogen
14
Total flow rate
24900
20000
(lbmol/hr)
These parameters were entered into the simulation and temperature crossing was
observed in both the first and second stage. In both stages, the outlet temperatures of the hot cells
were lower than the inlet temperature of the cold cell. This means that heat was being transferred
from the cold cell to the hot cells. For the first stage, the flow rate was first adjusted in an attempt
to remove the temperature crossing but this method proved to be ineffective. The flow rate was
returned to the initial value and the same procedure was carried out in the second stage. This was
also ineffective. The next adjustment made was to the refrigerant composition. To reduce the

inlet temperature of the refrigerant, the amount of heavier components (both butanes), was
reduced and the amount of methane was increased by the balance. This method proved to be
effective in both stages. The final compositions are shown in table 5.
Table 5:Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Stage 1 (%)
Stage 2 (%)
Methane
21
49
Ethane
47
41
Propane
6
5
n-Butane
25
i-Butane
1
5
At this point the simulation was working in that the natural gas target temperatures were
being achieved without any temperature crossing. The compressor works before optimization are
shown in table 6. The T-Q diagrams at this point are shown in Figures 14 and 15.
Table 6:Compressor Specifications
Compressor Work (HP) Outlet Pressure (Psia)
C1 (Stage 1) 23149
500
C2 (Stage 2) 28294
495
C3 (Stage 2) 5102
1000

Figure 14: DMR T‐Q Diagram (Stage
1)
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Figure 15:DMR T‐Q Diagram(Stage 2)
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The next step is to optimize the compressor work. The refrigerant flow rate was first
lowered in first stage and the compressor work went down by a significant amount. Reducing the
flow rate of the second stage refrigerant caused temperature crossing, the outlet temperature of
the cold cell was higher than the inlet temperature of the natural gas hot cell. At the present
conditions, 20000 lb/mol was the optimal flow rate for the second stage refrigerant. The
refrigerant compositions and flow rates at this stage of optimization are shown in table 7.
Table 7:Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Stage 1 (%) Stage 2 (%)
Methane
21
49
Ethane
47
41
Propane
6
5
n-Butane
25
i-Butane
1
5
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr)
18000
20000

The compressor works were further optimized by decreasing the temperature approach of
the streams in both stages. This is done by using an optimizer to minimize the total compressor
work by changing the valve outlet pressure and adjusting the outlet temperatures of the hot
streams to decrease the temperature approach. The outlet temperature of the natural gas is not
changed as there is a set target. In the first refrigeration stage the outlet pressure of the valve
increased from 15 psia to 66 psia. In the second stage, it increased from 15 psia to 67 psia. At
this point optimization is at a stopping point. The compressor works at the end of optimization
are shown in table 8. Figures 16 and 17 show the T-Q diagrams of the first and second stage,
respectively, after optimization is complete.
Table 8: Compressor Specifications
Compressor Work (HP) Outlet Pressure (Psia)
C1 (Stage 1) 13960
500
C2 (Stage 2) 10759
495
C3 (Stage 2) 3675
1000

Temp.( F)

Figure 16:DMR T‐Q Diagram (Stage 1)
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Figure 17: DMR T‐Q Diagram (Stage
2)
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APCI C3MR
Description

The APCI C3-MR process has two cooling cycles. One is a series of heat exchangers
using propane to pre-cool the natural gas. The three heat exchangers in the series each have
propane at a different pressure: high pressure, medium pressure, and low pressure. The different
pressures used allow the propane to be cooled to different temperatures to allow the natural gas
to be cooled to an initial temperature before it enters a spiral wound heat exchanger that
accomplishes most of the cooling.
A propane pre-cooling series is also used on the second cooling loop used in the spiral
wound heat exchanger. Again the series runs high pressure, medium pressure, and low pressure
propane to pre-cool the refrigerant after it is compressed. It then enters a flash tank and
separated into two streams and from here the spiral wound heat exchanger to be further cooled,
and then used for cooling. Another method that allows the refrigerant to be cooled is expansion
through a valve after each stage of cooling in the spiral wound heat exchanger.
The mixed refrigerant used is composed of methane, ethane, propane, butane, and nitrogen. The
suggested composition of the mixed refrigerant is shown in the first table, table 9. The work done
by the compressor was optimized based on the composition of the refrigerant. The determined
composition of the refrigerant after compressor optimization is shown in the second table, table
10.
Table 9
Component Composition
Nitrogen
1%
Methane
27-30%
Ethane
50%
Propane
18-20%
Butane
1-2%

Table 10
Component Composition
Nitrogen
.01
Methane
.27
Ethane
.50
Propane
.2
Butane
.01

The APCI C3-MR process is one of the most used processes for liquefaction, being used
in almost 90% of the liquefaction industry. As one of the “original” processes and longest used,
it has one of the largest capacities.
Figure 18: Process Flow Diagram of C3‐MR
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The maximum capacity of the C3-MR process is roughly 5 MTPA which is one of its
advantages. One of the main disadvantages of the C3-MR process is its high equipment cost.
With the use of the propane exchangers, there is a high utility cost associated, as well as large
cost of the spiral wound heat exchanger. The amount of work required by the compressor is very
large, which also increases the cost of the processes. A large compressor or multiple numbers of
compressors are required to compress the amount of refrigerant in the process.
Simulation Method

When beginning the simulation of the C3-MR process, I tried to find information on
specifications for the refrigerant, temperatures in and out of the heat exchangers (both LNG and
regular heat exchangers), and information on the pressures of the pre-cooling heat exchangers.
Most of this information was unavailable, except for the composition of the mixed refrigerant.
This process uses a spiral wound heat exchanger, which is not available as equipment in
ProII. In order to simulate this, two LNG heat exchangers were used. I placed these in the
process, inputted the composition of the natural gas streams and of the refrigerant, set up any

other equipment associated with the LNG heat exchangers as it was used to simulate the spiral
wound heat exchanger, including a mixer and two valves, and ran the simulation. The hot and

Figure 19: C3‐ MR T‐Q Diagram (Stage 1)
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cold streams needed to be labeled in the process and all streams flowing in the same direction as
the natural gas stream were considered to be hot streams and all the streams flowing in the
opposite direction of the natural gas stream were considered cold streams. Once this worked
when the simulation was run, I began to place in the other equipment associated with the process
based on the PFD I found for the process.

Figure 20: C3‐ MR T‐Q Diagram (Stage 2)
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The other equipment included, in pre-cooling the natural gas, three propane cooled heat
exchangers and a flash tank. The propane cooled heat exchangers each ran with a different
pressure of propane based on the temperature the natural gas needed to be cooled to. Altering
the pressure of the refrigerant changes the properties of the propane and allows different
temperatures to be reached. I selected the temperature I wanted heat exchangers to cool the
natural gas to before it reached the LNG heat exchangers. I then set the duty of the flash tank to
be zero, with a pressure drop of zero. I ran this to make sure the process still worked.
After I finished the pre-cooling loop, I began on the refrigeration loop. This loop also
contained propane pre-cooling heat exchangers and a flash tank, but to complete the refrigeration
loop, a compressor was also included. The valve at the end of the spiral wound heat exchanger is
the last piece in the refrigeration loop. Again, I set temperatures that I wanted the heat
exchangers to cool the refrigerant to before it entered the spiral wound heat exchanger to be
cooled further, then used for refrigeration. I also selected a pressure to which I wanted the
compressor to compress the refrigerant to after it left the spiral wound heat exchanger. This
pressure was the original pressure that I had decided on for the refrigerant. The two valves in the
process reduce the pressure to further cool the refrigerant, so after it leaves the spiral wound heat
exchanger, it needs to be compressed.
Before the refrigerant enters the spiral wound heat exchanger, but after it has been precooled, it enters a flash tank. This flash tank separates the liquid refrigerant from the gas
refrigerant. It also allows for the refrigerant to be cooled further if needed. In this case, it is not
needed and the specifications of the flash tank were the same as for the natural gas flash tank:
zero duty and no pressure drop.
From here, I began to set temperatures in my LNG heat exchangers. All streams labeled
as hot streams needed to be cooled to temperatures less than they entered, and all cold streams
needed to leave hotter than they entered. I began to adjust the temperatures of each of the heat
exchangers to achieve this. As the temperatures were adjusted, the specifications in most of the
other equipment were adjusted as well. The valve outlet pressures were adjusted to help cool the
refrigerant where needed. The flow rate of the refrigerant was also adjusted. Temperatures in
the pre-cooling heat exchangers were also adjusted to try and help with cooling as well. I varied

the specifications in each piece of equipment based on the outcome after running the simulation
until I obtained the same output conditions for the refrigerant as I had for input conditions.
Once good operating conditions were achieved, the compressor work was optimized
based on the composition of the refrigerant. To do this, separate streams with the flow rates of
each specific component were inputted into individual streams entering a mixer. An optimizer
was placed in the simulation once this was done, with the condition of minimizing compressor
work by varying the flow rate of the refrigerants. Once this was done, the flow rate in the stream
following the mixer was obtained, and the individual streams were removed in place of a single
one. The specifications obtained from the simulation on the composition of the flow rates and
percentages were included in a single stream and used to run the simulation. If any adjustments
of other equipment were needed, they were made and checked as before until the right conditions
were met.
The final step in this process was using calculators to calculate the log mean temperature
difference between the cold and hot streams in the process. Once these were obtained, the areas
between each cell in the heat exchanger were calculated based on the log mean temperature
difference between the cells.
Components that could be changed in the process were valve outlet pressures, LNG heat
exchanger cell temperatures, temperatures to which the natural gas and refrigerant could be precooled to, and the refrigerant composition.
In changing the temperatures and pressures, the values chosen can either help or hurt the
simulation. I found that in order for my simulation to work, that I could not choose a
temperature below -170 F or above -120 F in my first heat exchanger. The input temperature of
the streams also had to be between 10 F and -100 F or else the heat exchanger gave crossing
temperatures. It was better to have temperatures between -50 F and -100 F. In the second heat
exchanger, the values inputted had to be between -150 F and -250 F for the temperatures to not
cross or to have heat flowing in the right direction. This was also paired with a valve. The valve
had to have a pressure that outputted a temperature at least -20 below the desired output
temperatures, depending on the flow rate of the refrigerant, for the temperatures to not cross and
the heat exchanger to work. The selected value was an outlet pressure of 150 psi.
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Figure 21: Process Flow Diagram
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Table 11
Component Composition
Nitrogen
1%
Methane
27-30%
Ethane
50%
Propane
18-20%
Butane
1-2%

Table 12
Component Composition
Nitrogen
.01
Methane
.27
Ethane
.5
Propane
.2
Butane
.01

The final loop added is pure nitrogen compressed by two compressors and cooled by two
water-cooled heat exchangers and then expanded through an expander. The nitrogen is able to
be cooled to a much lower temperature than the mixed refrigerant, which allows more of the
cooling to be done in the final loop and lowers the amount of mixed refrigerant needed through
the spiral wound heat exchangers.
The addition of the nitrogen sub-cooling loop is what creates the hybridization. It pairs a
spiral wound heat exchanger that utilizes mixed refrigerants with a plate fin heat exchanger using
a pure refrigerant that is not a hydrocarbon, which is usually what is used in a pure component
refrigerant. This also increases the capacity from 5 MTPA to almost 9 MTPA, which is an
indication of how much more efficient the process is supposed to be.
The AP-X process is increasing in popularity due to the simple modifications to the C3MR process. The main advantage of this process is the increased capacity. Very few processes
have such a high capacity that it makes it an appealing process to implement. The disadvantage
of the AP-X process is the same as the C3-MR. It has very costly equipment with the amount of
work the compressors are required to perform, which are the main costs aside from the spiral
wound heat exchanger.

Simulation Method

Since the AP-X process is a modification of the C3-MR, I took the simulation from the
C3-MR and added the changes needed for the AP-X. This included a nitrogen sub-cooling
section. This section had four water cooled heat exchangers, two compressors, an expander, and
an LNG heat exchanger.
Components that could be varied during the course of the simulation were the valve
outlet pressures, the LNG heat exchanger outlet temperatures, temperatures to which the natural
gas and refrigerant could be cooled, and refrigerant composition.

Figure 22: AP‐X T‐Q Diagram (Stage 1)
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Figure 23: AP‐X T‐Q Diagram (Stage 2)
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Once these were set up, I made my specifications for the LNG heat exchanger, whether a
stream was hot or cold and what temperature I wanted the natural gas stream to be cooled to. I
used the heat exchangers and compressors to increase the pressure of the nitrogen stream and to
cool it, before it was expanded before it entered the LNG heat exchanger. I varied the
specifications in each piece of equipment based on the outcome after running the simulation until
I obtained the same output conditions as I had for input condition.

Figure 24: AP‐X T‐Q Diagram (Subcooling)
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Another calculator was set up to calculate the log mean temperature difference between
the cells and to calculate the area between the cells.
The values for the heat exchangers for the AP-X process were different from the C3-MR
process because of the addition of the nitrogen sub-cooling loop. The desired temperature for the
initial heat exchanger to cool to was -160 F. As mentioned above for the C3-MR process, the
range of temperatures over which the heat exchanger did not cross temperatures or have heat
flowing in the wrong direction were input stream temperatures between 10 F and -100 F and
output temperatures between -120 F and -170 F.
The second heat exchanger had input stream temperatures of what came from the initial
heat exchanger, and an output of -205 F. A range of temperatures between -202 F and -250 F
allowed the heat exchanger to work properly with no crossed temperatures and no reversal of
heat transfer. The valve paired with this process had an outlet pressure of 150 psi and required a
temperature difference of 20 F, depending on refrigerant flow rate, in order to operate properly.
The valve between the heat exchangers required an outlet pressure of atmospheric pressure in
order to have a lower temperature in the stream cooling the initial refrigerant.
The sub-cooling stage cooled the natural gas to a temperature of -260 F. The pressure at
which this cooling took place was atmospheric pressure based on refrigerant flow rates.
Axens Liquefin Process
Description

The major feature of the Liquefin process is that it consists of its two refrigeration cycles
both using mixed refrigerants where one cycle is involved in pre-cooling the raw natural gas and
the second cycle completes the liquefaction procedure. This division of tasks between the
refrigeration cycles helps to increase production capacity and the amount of refrigeration to be
used in the process.
The maximum capacity of the Liquefin process is reported at about 6 MTPA. In the precooling stage, the natural gas is cooled effectively to about -70 F to -80 F. Due to the
composition of the refrigerant, a smaller amount of the mixed refrigerant will be used thereby
reducing the amount of work being put in by compressors at that stage.

Figure 255: Liquefin Prrocess
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Figure 26: Typical Cold Box Arrangement

The flexibility in the ability to increase its production capacity by increasing compressor
sizes and refrigerant flow rates is considered a great advantage. These capacity increases can be
upwards of about 7-8 MTPA. With a smaller amount of rotating equipment, maintenance costs
are significantly lowered when compared to larger processes. Energy usage can be alternated
between the two refrigeration cycles which can reduce downtime and costs. The pre-cooling
stage of the process is rather rigid due to the setup of the cold box involved.
Simulation Method

The cold box configuration in this process is essential in this simulation process. Due to
its extensive design, in order to obtain constant area through each plate, the natural gas is first
split into 4 equal natural gas streams before being fed into the heat exchanger. The split is due to
the process flow diagram and the complex nature of the cold box setup described in earlier
sections. A mixed refrigerant of mainly of propane and nitrogen is employed in this process. The
specific composition of the hydrocarbons and nitrogen used in both cycles is shown in the table
13 below.
Table 13
Component Composition (%)
Methane
2.3
Ethane
2.3
Propane
45.6

Butane
Nitrogen

15.4
34.4

The first refrigeration stream is separated into 3 equal portions as well with the help of a
splitter before being fed into the LNG heat exchanger. The splitting of the streams is to help in
calculating the area of heat transfer. This portion is meant to pre-cool the natural gas to
temperatures around -70 F. The stream passes through the heat exchanger, gains heat from the
natural gas and a vapor phase is formed during the process. This cold stream is then recycled
back after an isenthalpic expansion that helps in cooling the natural gas further till the right
temperature is obtained.
In this stage, the area required to cool the natural gas is small due to splitting up the
natural gas. This shows how the process really capitalizes on the plate –fin heat exchanger
features. It also helps in reducing the amount of compression that has to be done in the first
refrigeration cycle.
After cooling the natural gas, there is the need to recompress the cold stream back into an
entirely liquid stream. This is obtained by the use of three separate flash tanks that operate at low
temperatures. The flash tanks are specified to cool the mixture to at least yield a 90% liquid
fraction through the cooling. It is then totally liquefied by the compressor after the pressure is
raised back to the initial 450psia. After the liquid is re-compressed to the adequate temperature,
it is then cooled by propane back to its bubble point temperature of about -289 F and then the
cycle is repeated.
The 2nd cooling stream is introduced in the first pre cooling stage as well but substantial
heat gain does not occur there. The flow rate of the refrigerant in this stage is significantly
greater than that of the first stage which accounts for the minimal heat loss experienced. Also
only one-fourth of the LNG stream is being cooled by the second refrigerant stream. The stream
therefore gains only a minimal amount of heat before leaving at about -269 F.
Pre-cooled natural gas at about -70 F is all sent into a mixer before further cooling is
performed. At this point some liquid has already begun forming before being passed into the
second stage LNG heat exchanger. The final cooling occurs in this stage and the final LNG

stream exits at almost -130 F. The refrigerant stream enters the heat exchanger then is recycled
back in similar to the first stage to further help the cooling process. At this point, the cold stream
gains the most heat from the natural gas thereby heating itself up to about -110 F. At this stage,
additional power is required to re-cool and recompress the stream back to it required
temperature.
Refrigeration of the cooling stream is obtained with the help of two propane-cooled heat
exchangers and two compressors in order to obtain a refrigerant close to its bubble point. The TQ diagram in Figure 27 below represents the efficiency of this cooling process and indicates how
much needs to be done by the stream to cool the natural gas stream to required temperatures.

Figure 27: Liquefin T‐Q Diagram‐
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In order to determine the areas of the plate fins in the LNG heat exchanger, the controller
is used to determine the expected outlet temperatures through each cell in order to obtain the
uniform area. In the calculator, the formula for the area is calculated based on the current outlet
temperatures and heat gained values. A controller is then used to control the temperatures until
all the area calculations become equal. This equality then shows how much cooling or heating a
section of the heat exchanger is responsible for.
An optimizer is used to control the flow rates of the refrigerants that will reduce the
compressor work to its minimum while satisfying the simulation specifications. It is further
simplified by summing up the work involved in each stage and then minimizing the sum by
changing the flow rates and maintaining all other conditions as well.

ExxonMobil Dual Multicomponent process (US patent no.: 6,250,105)
Description

This process was patented by ExxonMobil in 1999. It was designed similarly to APCI’s
DMR process with the use of two mixed refrigerant cycles cooling each other and the natural gas
as well. This process however switches that trend and has the two refrigerant cycles operating at
high and low pressures.

Figure 28: ExxonMobil Process

The refrigeration cycle operating at high pressure has the function of primarily cooling
the low pressure refrigerant. This thereby reducing the amount of work required in the cooling of
the both cycles with one cycle accounting for most of the energy required.
Another alteration to the DMR process is the re-introduction of the raw natural gas in the
pre-cooling stage. During the separation of the cooled LNG from its cooled vapor component,
after both refrigeration cycles have been employed, the cooled vapor is reintroduced into the feed
stream to help pre-cool to a temperature between 20 F and 40 F. The heated gas is collected as
either fuel gas or it is reintroduced into the system to increase the fraction of LNG to be
produced.
The mixed refrigerant is composed of mostly hydrocarbons namely methane, ethane,
propane, butane and pentane. The low pressure cycle is run at pressures ranging from 100 to 150

psia. The two compressors in that setup have the capability of handling the load very efficiently.
However, in case of any failures, one compressor is capable of running the cycle to avoid any
downtime that could be experienced. The high pressure cycle is run at pressures ranging from
300 to 350psia. The same basic principles apply in both cycles but higher rated compressors are
needed in the high pressure area.
This process is capable of handling large capacities, up to 9 MTPA. This is due to the
division of selected tasks of different regions in the process. It can also help reduce the downtime
if any equipment fails by being converted into a single refrigeration stream if necessary.
However, the numerous types of equipment lead to increased capital, utility and maintenance
costs. Also, the partial liquefaction of the natural gas leads a large amount of unused gas that is
can be resold as fuel gas or reinserted into the process.
Simulation Method

A combination of two mixed-refrigerant refrigeration cycles to produce a LNG stream
proves to be very complex with the number of equipments involved.
The inlet gas stream, NG, is first split into 2 streams with one stream to be pre-cooled.
Most of the stream is passed on into a mixer where the pre-cooled stream is input as well. This is
to help cool the total natural gas stream before it is sent to the heat exchanger. In the pre-cooling
section, the final stage of the entire process plays a role in cooling this stage. It uses the residue
vapor available in cooling the specified portion of to significantly lower temperature. The
amount of cooling obtained here, dictates how low a temperature can be obtained from the heat
exchanger.
The first heat exchanger is comprised of three cells with the natural gas as the only hot
stream. The coldest stream in this heat exchanger is obtained from the dual refrigeration cycle.
This refrigerant stream is at a temperature of about -209F and a pressure of about 150psia. This
stream is labeled as a cold stream in order to cool some of the natural gas before it is passed to an
expansion valve. It is obtained as the coldest stream from the separate refrigerant cycle. The
expansion valve helps in sub-cooling the natural gas further. There is pressure drop in the
expansion valve by about 100psi which leads to a slight temperature drop. The pressure drop

value was selected because it accommodates both refrigeration cycles and allows the simulation
to converge.
The cooled natural gas stream is then passed on into another valve for further expansion
and cooling. However, the patent flow diagram denotes all pressure drops occurring in valves
without expanders. In order to obtain the LNG at atmospheric conditions, expanders have to be
implemented eventually and that can be taken advantage of early in the process. Hence an
expander is added to the process to obtain additional cooling and pressure requirements.
The T-Q diagram in Figure 29 shows the amount of cooling done strictly by the
refrigerant in heat exchanger in addition to the pre-cooling of the natural gas by the refrigerated
gas. The pre-cooling stage occurs efficiently to about -126F which could be attributed to the
lower flow rate of the natural gas that is sent to be pre-cooled. The splitter is set to send about
25% of the natural gas feed be sent to pre-cooling heat exchanger. The small amount of the gas
enables the cooling to be done more efficiently than it is done in the 2nd stage.

Figure 29: Exxon T‐Q Diagram‐ LNG
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Figure 29 shows the overall cooling from the inlet natural gas. It proceeds with a rather
stable efficiency but the recovery percentage of actual LNG occurs at merely 15%. This would
mean that the bulk of natural gas injected into the system would merely become residue gas to be
recycled into the process. A controller is in place to ensure the final LNG stream obtained
matches the requirement of the project (220000 lb/hr).

The controller allows the flash tank to determine the amount of cooling it needs to input
to obtain the project goals. Increasing the tank duty would increase the amount of LNG produced
but will increase the compressor work involved in the process.
The bulk of the work in this process comes from the high and low pressure refrigerant
cycles. There are different refrigerant compositions for the separate refrigeration cycles. The
composition of the refrigerant is shown in Table 14 below.
Table 14:Refrigerant Composition
Composition (%)
Component Low pressure High pressure
Methane
71.4
19
Ethane
7.1
27.5
Propane
7.4
Butane
6.9
25.5
Pentane
7.2
28

In order to determine the appropriate composition to use, an optimizer is used to vary the
flow rates of each component into a mixer. The input streams of each component would have the
same flow rate to begin with but the optimizer, OP1, varies each streams flow rate until the
coldest temperature out of the heat exchanger.
The setup on cooling the refrigerants involves the use of compressors, pumps and
propane cooled heat exchangers. The simulation techniques at both pressure levels are similar
with the compressor and refrigerant composition differing. Using multiple equipment
configurations to cool the refrigerant allows for increased efficiency but might affect the cost
involved. Its efficiency can be judged in the T-Q chart below.

Figure 30: Exxon T‐Q
Diagram‐Refrigerants
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The low and high pressure value is suggested by the patent information. The low pressure
adopted by the simlation is 150psia and that of the high pressure stream at about 350psia. The
high pressure refrigerant is solely responsible for cooling the low pressure refrigerant. The LP
refrigerant is then responsible for cooling the natural gas feed as highlighted in Figure 2 above.
The amount of refigerants used is comparatively low compared to LNG produced. The heat
exchangers involved are propane cooled (as stipulated by the utility streanm in Pro II)in order to
get the recycled refigerant cool enough for LNG cooling.
Another heat exchanger is where the high pressure refiigerant sub-cools the low pressure
refrigerant before it is sent up for LNG cooling. The areas of the three heat exchangers are
controlled by another controller. It controls the individual temperatures of the cells as well as the
flowrates of the refrigerants. Selecting the individual temperatures is key to obtaining a
successful simulation.
An optimizer was introduced in a separate simulation document to reduce the compressor
work by adjusting the flow rates of the natural gas and the refrigerants. It however leads to very
unfeasible areas and compressor work values as well.

TechnipTEALARC Process
P
Descriptiion Method
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Table 15
T
N
Natural
Gass Cooling Sttage
(
(%)
80
5
5
5
10

Reffrigerant Coooling Stagee
(%)
5
95

35000
24000
Total flow rate
(lbmol/hr)
These parameters were entered into the simulation and temperature crossing was
observed in the refrigerant cooling stage. The temperature crossing was present on both the inlet
and outlet side of the heat exchanger. To alleviate this problem, the flow rate was first adjusted
but this method proved to be ineffective. This decreased the approach temperature by a little bit
but the temperature crossing was still present. The flow rate was returned to the initial value. The
next adjustment made was to the refrigerant composition. To reduce the inlet temperature of the
refrigerant, the amount of the heavier component (propane), was reduced and the amount of
ethane was increased by the balance. This was also ineffective in fixing the temperature crossing
problem. To further decrease the inlet temperature of the refrigerant, the outlet pressure of the
valves were reduced but this proved ineffective as well. At this point, other components were
added to the refrigerant namely, methane and butane. This approach was successfully in the
removal of the temperature crossing. The final compositions are shown in table 16.
Table 16
Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Natural Gas Stage (%) Refrigerant Stage (%)
80
5
Methane
5
65
Ethane
5
20
Propane
5
10
n-Butane
10
i-Butane
At this point the simulation was working in that the natural gas target temperatures were
being achieved without any temperature crossing. The compressor works before optimization are
shown in table 17. The T-Q diagrams at this point are shown in Figures 32 to 35
Table 17
Compressor Work (HP)
C1 (Natural Gas Stage) 60701
9255
C2 (Natural Gas )
23636
C3 (Stage 2)

Outlet Pressure (Psia)
520
800
13000

Figure 32:Tealarc (Precooling)
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Figure 33:Tealarc (Liquefaction)
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Figure 34:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram
(Natural Gas Subcooling)
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Figure 35:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram (MR
Cooling Loop)
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The next step is to optimize the compressor work. The refrigerant flow rate was first
lowered in both stages. The total compressor work decreased in both cases. To further decrease
the total compressor work, the temperature approach of the streams in both stages was optimized.
This was first attempted by using an optimizer to minimize the compressor work by changing the
outlet pressures of the valves. Using this method, the simulation would not converge. A solution
was still being attained so the results were noted and the optimizer was taken out of the
simulation. The results, outlet pressures of the valves, were entered into simulation without the
optimizer and the simulation converged. The liquefaction stage valve pressure increased from 20

Psia to 40 Psia, the sub-cooling stage valve pressure increased from 50 Psia to 65 Psia and the
refrigerant cooling stage valve pressure increased from 15 Psia to 20 Psia. The outlet
temperatures of the hot streams are also adjusted to decrease the temperature approach. At this
point, the compressor work was further decreased by further reducing the refrigerant flow rate.
The refrigerant compositions and flow rates at the end of optimization are shown in table 18.
The compressor works at the end of optimization are shown in table 19. Figures 36 to 39 show
the T-Q diagrams after optimization is complete.
Table 18
Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Natural Gas Stage (%) Refrigerant Stage (%)
80
5
Methane
5
65
Ethane
5
20
Propane
5
10
n-Butane
10
i-Butane
31000
19000
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr)

Table 19
Compressor Work (HP)
C1 (Stage 1) 41834
C2 (Stage 2) 7449
C3 (Stage 2) 16480

Outlet Pressure (Psia)
540
800
1300

Figure 36:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram (Natural
Gas Precooling)
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Figure 37:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram (Natural
Gas Liquefaction)
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Figure 38:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram (Natural
Gas Subcooling )
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Figure 39:Tealarc T‐Q Diagram
(Refrigerant Cooling Stage)
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The natural gas cooling stage refrigerant flow rate cannot be lower than 2990 lb-mol/hr in
order to maintain a reasonable minimum temperature approach (MTA) in the pre-cooling heat
exchanger. The liquefaction stage valve outlet pressure cannot go above 40 psia for the same
reason. Also, to maintain a reasonable MTA in the sub-cooling stage heat exchanger the outlet
pressure of the valve in this stage cannot go above 65 psia. Finally, to avoid temperature crossing
in the refrigerant cooling heat exchanger, the outlet pressure of the valve in this stage cannot go
above 20 psia. Making any further changes to the above mentioned parameters decreases the
total compressor work but the resulting design is not feasible.

BP Self Refrigerated
R
d Process (U
US pat number: 6,564,57
78)
Descriptiion

T process was
This
w patentedd by the BP Corporationn in 2002. It was consideered a
revolutioonary method
d in LNG liqquefaction beecause of itss non-use of external refrrigerants. It
natural gas stream is flashed at coold temperattures to achiieve a vapor and a liquidd phase. The cold
vapor strream is then used to cooll the natural gas stream in
i the previoous stage. Thhis process iss
repeated about four to
t five times until the reqquired LNG temperaturee is attained.

Figure 40: BP proceess

T process brings
This
b
up the interestingg subject thatt the natural gas, which is
i typically rich
r
in methanne can be the primary reefrigerant in the process. This eliminnates the need for the
selectionn of adequatee refrigerantss and their coompositionss. It also elim
minates the need
n
for storaage
and recom
mpression in
n a typical reefrigeration cycle.
c
W no comp
With
pressors andd turbines, thhere is a reduuced amountt in the dailyy utility cost of
the proceess. However, there is exxpected to bee a great incrrease in the capital
c
cost due
d to the
number of
o heat exchaangers requiired but the strict
s
use of the
t PFHE significantly reduces
r
that cost
effect. Thhe bulk of th
he cost comees from the cooling
c
tankss used to sepparate the liqquid and vappor
phases.

The feed to LNG produced ratio is very low. Since the natural gas is required in the
cooling, the amount of liquid preserved is only a fraction of the first initial separation. The rigid
configuration of the PFHE’s makes the process less flexible. Since each stage is dependent on
the previous stage, production rates and temperatures cannot easily be altered without a total
operations overhaul. Low capacity when compared to the sizes and magnitude of the equipment
involved.
Simulation Method

The natural gas stream is initially split into two portions at a splitter. One portion is sent
into the series of mixers where all the gas used in cooling is mixed together and reintroduced into
the system if necessary or stored for future use. The process stream, NG, is what is supposed to
be converted into natural gas. Hence, the splitter is configured to send about 70% of the natural
gas for process and the rest for its cooling.
At the first heat exchanger, the stream NG is passed through each cell and it is cooled
from 100F down to a lower temperature which is determined by its dimensions. There is not a
substantial amount of cooling occurring in the heat exchangers until it the later expansion stages.
This expansion occurs in a valve with a pressure drop of about 250psia. This helps reduce
the temperature down to about 51F. The expanded stream is then introduced into a flash tank
which operates at colder temperature. The stream is then separated into a vapor and a liquid
stream at this point with the vapor stream being reintroduced into the heat exchanger to help in
the cooling process. At this point the natural gas stream is cooled to about -140F with about 90%
of it in the liquid phase.
The cooled liquid phase is then sent into the second heat exchanger where it is supposed
to be cooled by the cold vapor stream. However not a lot of cooling occurs at this point because
there is not a great difference in the temperature of the cooling gas and the liquid natural gas.
Also the amount of vapor available for cooling is also greatly reduced during the cooling in the
flash tank as well. The same rule applies for the other heat exchangers in the as well. These
sections can be called the ‘conditioning’ phase where any additional cooling obtained is just an
additional advantage.
The second expansion valve reduces the pressure by another 150psia. This causes another
temperature reduction before it is introduced into another flash tank. The separation in the flash
tank leads to a cold vapor stream being input into LNG heat exchanger E2. The liquid portion is

sent to the next heat exchanger before the process is repeated again until the desired temperature
and pressure of -260F and 14.7psia is obtained in the last stage. It is clear that a bulk of the
cooling occurs in the first heat exchanger, the valves and the flash tanks. This is due to limited
amount of cooling vapor available as the number of stages is increases. If the amount of vapor is
to be increased, there is a limited amount of LNG produced in the last stage.
Due to constant separation of the liquid and vapor phase, the amount of Liquefied Natural
Gas obtained is always decreasing stage to stage. The optimizer in the simulation helps is set to
maximize the amount of LNG obtained by changing the parameters of the splitter, on how much
should be sent in cooling and the processing the LNG.
The efficiency of this process depends largely on the composition of the natural gas. The
impurities like nitrogen and pentane could help in cooling the gas more significantly than is
indicated in the T-Q diagrams below.

Figure 41:BP T‐Q Diagram (Stage 1)
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Figure 42:BP T‐Q Diagram (Stage 4)
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Stage 1 and 4 are the stages where most of the cooling occurs in heat exchangers. the
curves are not close together which would indicate a low process efficiency as expected. Most of
the cooling occurs in the expanders, valves and flash tanks.
An optimizer is inplace to maximize the amount of LNG that can be produced in the final
stage by varyng the temperatures of the critical flash tanks and the heat exchanger cells. The fact
that the feed has almost no impurities in its composition, most of the cooling is obtained only in
the first and last stage.

Mustang
g Engineerin
ng Smart Liq
quefaction Process
P
(Patent Numberr 7225636)
Descriptiion

M
Mustang
Eng
gineering claims that its process
p
can be
b easily shuutdown and moved to otther
areas verry easily because of its siimple designn. Other estaablished proocess cannot make this cllaim,
which is one of the reeasons most processes are
a not changged out or moved from place
p
to placee
when neeeded. Explo
oring its simpple design annd less bulkyy equipmentt setup, makees this proceess
importannt to be reseaarched.

Figure 43: Mustang
M
Engineering Process

T simple deesign of the process is what
The
w created the claim that it could be easily shutt
down andd moved from place to place.
p
Unforrtunately, thiis process haas lots of equuipment thatt
would uttilize lots of resources
r
to shut down and
a move. It
I would alsoo have a highh capital andd
utility coost associated
d with the eqquipment, yeet all the equuipment are all
a items thatt seem to be able
to shut doown and mo
oved relatively easily.
Itt seems that the intentionn of this proccess is to be used on a flloating bargee for natural gas
wells in oceans
o
or offf-shore. Muustang Enginneering has a natural gas barge that it also adverttises
with this process, wh
hich would back
b
up the idea of usingg it for wells in oceans.
T process has
This
h no exterrnal refrigeraants. Insteadd, the processs splits the natural
n
gas
stream annd uses it to cool itself, which
w
is an advantage
a
beecause theree are no exterrnal storage

tanks needed for refrigerants. Unfortunately, the final liquefied natural gas is only a portion of
the input gas, which is a disadvantage. This also requires more equipment to compress and
expand the natural gas separated to be used as the refrigerant to allow it to reach temperatures
where it can cool itself.
Simulation Method

The Mustang process I obtained from a patent. In the patent there were a few
specifications for equipment, so I set up the simulation in its entirety and set in the specifications
that I knew from the patent. Other specifications for equipment, I determined based on what I
already knew about the process.
Once all the specifications were entered, I ran the simulation to make sure that it worked.
Any adjustments that needed to be made to allow the simulation to run properly were made and
the corrections were obtained from output filed for the equipment not running properly. Once all
the equipment was running properly, I began to make adjustments to the temperature in the LNG
heat exchangers. I ran the simulations until the condition that the hot streams exiting colder
caused the cold streams to exit hotter was met.

Figure 44: Mustang Refrigerant Heat
Exchanger 1
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I found that it was much easier to accomplish this by splitting the initial LNG heat
exchanger into two. The top heat exchanger cooled one hot stream with two cold streams, and
the lower heat exchanger cooled on hot stream with two cold streams.

Figure 45: Mustang LNG Heat Exchanger 1
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Once this was accomplished it was then time to calculate the log mean temperature
difference between the hot and cold streams. A calculator was added for each LNG heat
exchanger to accomplish this. A second calculator was then added to calculate the areas between
the cells of the heat exchanger using the log mean temperature difference.

Figure 46: Mustang Central Heat Exchanger
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Once the log mean temperature differences and the areas were calculated, controllers
were then added to the simulation. These controllers were added to make the areas the same
between the cells of the heat exchanger. The specifications included in the controllers were
changing the specifications of splitters to change the flow rate of a stream in a cell to help or not
help so much with cooling, changing pressured in valves to change the temperature of a stream
entering a cell, and the temperatures of the cells themselves. All of these specifications helped to

create a uniform area between each of the cells. Adjustments needed to other equipment based
on the changes caused by the controller were then made and the simulation run again, to make
sure everything worked.

Figure 47: Mustang Final LNG Heat Exchanger
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In the Mustang process, most of the specifications for processes came from the patent
from which the process was found. The patent had a range of temperature and pressure values
for roughly half of the streams. These temperature and pressure ranges were used to determine
the streams for which the values were available. From here, the various other temperature and
pressure ranges for other streams were relatively easily determined. To be listed below is a table,
paired with the PFD from the patent, which gave relative temperature and pressure ranges. The
original PFD will be attached as an appendix.
The values that were chosen for the final values were also chosen because they were the
ones that allowed the simulation to run properly, even after a few runs, without continually
messing up.
Variables that were able to be adjusted to help the simulation run were splitter
specifications, small changes to compressor and expander pressures, small changes to LNG heat
exchanger outlet temperatures, and valve outlet pressures. These changes could mostly be varied
slightly due to the specifications given in the patent and in order to keep temperatures from
crossing and heat from flowing in the wrong direction.

Inn order to co
ontrol the areeas, the contrroller used varied
v
splitteer specificatiions and valvve
pressuress. The refrig
gerant used was
w a split sttream from the
t natural gas.
g
When itt came time to
t
optimize the compresssor work, siince the presssures were specified in the patent, I did not chaange
those. Thhe refrigeran
nt composition could nott be changedd because it was
w a split stream
s
from the
natural gas. The otheer variables such as splittters, that woould reduce the
t flow ratee into the
compresssor, and the pressures
p
off valves, couuld not be chaanged, either because thhey were alreeady
controlleed by other controllers orr because any change in pressure woould cause crrossing streaams
or heat fllowing in thee wrong direection.
ConocoP
Phillips Simp
ple Cascade
Descriptiion

This proccess consistss of 3 refrigeeration cyclees. The first cycle
c
consistts of 3 refriggeration stagges
and the refrigerant ussed is propanne. The secoond cycle connsists of 5 reefrigeration stages
s
and thhe
refrigerannt used is eth
hylene. The natural gas feed
f
stream is combinedd with one orr more recyccle
streams (compressed
(
d open methaane cycle gass streams) att a variety off locations inn the secondd
cycle theereby produccing a liquefaaction stream
m. The liquefaction streaam is condennsed in the laast
refrigerattion stage off the second cycle to produce LNG. The
T third reffrigeration cycle
c
is an oppenend methhane cycle which
w
uses a portion
p
of thhe feed gas as
a a source of
o methane too be used in the
refrigerattion cycle an
nd includes a multi-stagee expansion cycle to furtther cool andd reduce the
pressure of the LNG from the seccond refrigerration cycle.. (Ransbargeer 2008, p. 3)

Figure 48:
4 ConocoPh
hillips Simple Cascade Proccess

Simulation Method

All the stages in this process use pure refrigerant. Propane is used in the first stage (Pre-cooling
stage), ethylene is used in the second stage (liquefaction stage) and methane is used in the last
stage (liquefaction stage). The initial flow rates used in each stage are shown in the table below.
Table 20
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr)
60000
Pre-cooling Stage
20000
Liquefaction Stage
40000
Sub-cooling stage

These parameters were entered into the simulation, natural gas target temperatures were set and
the outlet temperatures of all other hot streams were set. There was no temperature crossing
observed. The compressor works before optimization are shown in table 21. The T-Q diagrams at
this point are shown in Figures 49 to 51.
Table 21
Compressor Work (HP) Outlet Pressure (Psia)
40311
188
C2 (Propane Stage)
33664
304
C3 (Ethylene Stage)
47415
478
C4 (Methane Stage)

Figure 49: ConocoPhillips T‐Q
Diagram (Pre‐Cooling Stage)
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Figure 50: ConocoPhillips T‐Q Diagram
(Liquefaction Stage)
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Figure 51: ConocoPhillips T‐Q Diagram
(Sub‐Cooling Stage)
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The cold side curve of the pre-cooling stage has a slope of zero because the refrigerant
stream is completely liquid. The liquefaction and sub-cooling stage T-Q diagrams deviate from
this because there is some gas present in the stream. This is addressed in the optimization stage.
The next step is to optimize the compressor work. The refrigerant flow rate was lowered in all
stages. This was done using an optimizer. The simulation did not converge but the calculated
flow rates were noted. The flow rates were entered into the simulation after taking out the
optimizer and the simulation converged. The total compressor work was decreased by this
approach. To further decrease the total compressor work, the temperature approach of the
streams in all the stages were optimized. This was first attempted by using an optimizer to
minimize the compressor work by changing the outlet pressures of the valves. Using this method,

the simulation would not converge. After several trial and error exercises it was found that only
the ethylene and methane stage valves could be handled by the optimizer. The propane stage
valve’s optimum outlet pressure was found to be 17.5 psia. If anything above that was selected
the minimum temperature approach (MTA) would not be reasonable. The T-Q diagrams and
refrigerant phase of all the stages were reviewed after every trial and error exercise to make sure
the slope of the cold side curve was as close to zero as possible. The optimal flow rates and
outlet valve pressures are shown in table 22. Figures 52 to 54 show the T-Q diagrams after
optimization is complete. As can be seen from the T-Q diagrams, the issue of the cold side slope
was addressed and fixed. The sub-cooling stage cold side slope is not completely zero but it is a
significant improvement from that shown in Figure 51.

Pre-cooling Stage
Liquefaction Stage
Sub-cooling stage

Table 22
Valve pressure
(psia) before
optimization
14
14
14

Total flow
rate
(lbmol/hr)
60000
20000
40000

Valve pressure (psia) after
optimization
17.5
27
259

Figure 52: ConocoPhillips T‐Q
Diagram (Pre‐Cooling Stage)
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Figure 53: ConocoPhillips T‐Q
Diagram (Liquefaction Stage)
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Figure 54: ConocoPhillips T‐Q Diagram
(Sub‐Cooling Stage)
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The flow rate of the sub-cooling stage refrigerant cannot be lower than 20000 lb-mol/hr
because the fluid after the expander would contain more gas. This makes the cold side curve of
the T-Q diagram deviate from the zero slope trend it should show. It also causes the heat transfer
area of the heat exchanger to increase thereby increase the capital cost of the process. The same
is also true of the pre-cooling stage refrigerant. For this refrigerant the flow rate cannot be lower
than 11950 lb-mol/hr.

Mixed Fluid Cascade Process
Description

This process involves three distinct stages: Pre-cooling, Liquefaction and Sub-cooling.
Each stage is controlled by three separate mixed refrigerant cycles. The mixed refrigerants are
composed of methane, ethane, propane and nitrogen at different compositions. This process is set
exactly like a classical simple cascade except with one major difference, the mixed refrigerant.
The mixed refrigerant improves flexibility and thermodynamic efficiency. This process is fairly
new and without any industrial references but the idea is built on well known and established
elements3. Its capacity is stated at about 8 MTPA.

Figure 55: Mixed Fluid Cascade Process
Simulation Method

There was no information found on the refrigerant composition of any of the stages. The
initial refrigerant compositions used in each stage were guessed. The guiding principle for this
guess was that the later stages would need refrigerants that boiled at very low temperatures close
to the target temperature of natural gas in the stage of interest. The refrigerants in the earlier
stages would not need to boil at such low temperatures. The compositions used are shown in the
table below along with the first guess of total flow rate.

Table 23: Refrigerant Composition and Flow Rate
Pre-cooling
Liquefaction Sub-cooling
Stage 1 Stage 2
10
10
80
80
Methane
28
28
12
10
Ethane
60
60
3
7
Propane
2
2
5
3
Nitrogen
23000
20000
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr) 16500 13000
These parameters were entered into the simulation and temperature crossing was
observed in all the stages. The flow rates of all the stages were adjusted and the temperature
crossing was alleviated. The flow rates chosen are shown in table 24.
Table 24
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr)
15300
Pre-cooling Stage 1
13000
2
22000
Liquefaction Stage
19000
Sub-cooling stage
At this point the simulation was working in that the natural gas target temperatures were
being achieved without any temperature crossing. The compressor works before optimization are
shown in table 25. The T-Q diagrams at this point are shown in Figures 56 to 59.
Table 25
Compressor Work (HP)
C1 (Pre-cooling 1) 15165
C2 (Pre-cooling 2) 11925
C3 (Liquefaction) 75489
C4 (Sub-cooling) 25085

Outlet Pressure (Psia)
300
650
3500
4000

Figure 56: MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Precooling Stage 1)
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Figure 57:MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Precooling Stage 2)
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Figure 58: MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Liquefaction Stage)
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Figure 59: MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Subcooling Stage)
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The next step is to optimize the compressor work. The refrigerant flow rates of all the
stages were reduced and the compressor work went down by a significant amount. There was
one stage that differed. It was found that the optimal flow rate of the refrigerant in the second
pre-cooling stage was the same as the initial guess. The compressor works were further
optimized by decreasing the temperature approach of the streams in all the stages. This was done
by adjusting the outlet temperatures of the hot streams and adjusting the outlet pressure of the
valves in each stage. The outlet temperature of the natural gas is not changed as there is a set
target. The last step taken to optimize the simulation is to use an optimizer to minimize the total
compressor work by changing the outlet pressure of all the compressors. At this point
optimization is at a stopping point. The compressor works at the end of optimization are shown
in table 26. The flow rates and valve pressures are shown in table 27. Figures 60 and 63 show the
T-Q diagrams after optimization is complete.
Table 26
Compressor Work (HP) Outlet Pressure (Psia)
11242
300
C1 (Pre-cooling 1)
10002
650
C2 (Pre-cooling 2)
17812
3500
C3 (Liquefaction)
22635
4000
C4 (Sub-cooling)

Pre-cooling
Stage

1
2

Liquefaction
Stage
Sub-cooling stage

Total flow rate
(lbmol/hr)
15300
13000
22000
19000

Table 27
Valve pressure (psia)
before optimization
32
15
10
15

Valve pressure (psia)
after optimization
50
30
320
20

Temp.( F)

Figure 60: MFCP T‐Q Diagram (Precooling
Stage 1)
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Figure 61: MFCP T‐Q Diagram (Precooling
Stage 2)
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Figure 62: MFCP T‐Q Diagram (Liquefaction
Stage)
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Figure 63: MFCP T‐Q Diagram (Subcooling
Stage)
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The optimal flow rate of the pre-cooling stage 1 refrigerant is 15300 lb-mol/hr. If it is
lowered, the work of the pre-cooling stage 1 compressor reduces but that of the pre-cooling stage
2 and the liquefaction stage increases. The optimal flow rate of the pre-cooling stage 2
refrigerant is 13000 lb-mol/hr. If it is lowered, the work of the liquefaction stage compressor
decreases but that of the pre-cooling stage 2 increases. If the flow rates of liquefaction stage and
sub-cooling stage refrigerant are reduced, temperature crossing occurs in their respective heat
exchangers.

CO2 Precooled Linde Process
Description

This process is similar to the MFCP except Carbon dioxide is used as the sole refrigerant in the
pre-cooling stage. The reason for this is safety. Storing hydrocarbons is an important safety
issue, especially in an offshore environment where the area is confined. The pre-cooling stage
uses the most hydrocarbons so it is the first choice to be replaced by carbon dioxide. This is the
best and only choice to make as attempting to operate the liquefaction or sub-cooling stage using
carbon dioxide would produce dry ice as the freezing point of carbon dioxide is -69.88oF. (Bauer
2008, 2) The capacity of this process is estimated at about 8 MTPA.

Figure 64: CO2 Pre‐cooled Mixed Fluid Cascade
Simulation Method

The pre-cooling stage refrigerant is pure carbon dioxide. There was no information found
on the refrigerant composition of any of the other two stages. The initial refrigerant compositions
used in the last two stages were guessed. The guiding principle for this guess is the same as that
for the MFCP. The compositions used are shown in the table below along with the first guess of
total flow rate.

Table 28
Pre-cooling Liquefaction Sub-cooling
Methane
51
80
Ethane
9.17
8
Propane
9.17
5
Carbon dioxide
1
Nitrogen
30.58
7
Total flow rate (lbmol/hr)
40000
26000
24000

This process was simulated using the MFCP simulation as a starting point therefore there
was no temperature crossing or any other problems except in the pre-cooling stage. This problem
arose because of the change from a mixed refrigerant to a pure refrigerant. The temperature
crossing in the first stage was fixed by adjusting the carbon dioxide flow rate and inlet pressure.
At this point the simulation was working in that the natural gas target temperatures were
being achieved without any temperature crossing. The compressor works before optimization are
shown in table 29. The T-Q diagrams at this point are shown in Figures 65 to 67.
Table 29
Compressor Work (HP)
C1 (Pre-cooling 1) 69500
C2 (Liquefaction) 39761
C3 (Sub-cooling 1) 13323
C4 (Sub-cooling 2) 8118

Outlet Pressure (Psia)
450
900
1500
5000

Temp.( F)

Figure 65:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Precooling Stage )
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Figure 66:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Liquefaction Stage)
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Figure 67:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Subcooling Stage)
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The next step is to optimize the compressor work. The minimum approach temperatures
(MAT) of the streams in all the stages were adjusted in order to minimize the total compressor
work. This was done by adjusting the outlet temperatures of the hot streams and adjusting the
outlet pressure of the valves in each stage. The outlet temperature of the natural gas is not
changed as there is a set target. The refrigerants were also adjusted but only adjustment of the
pre-cooling stage refrigerant was successful in reducing the compressor work. The optimal flow
rate of the liquefaction stage refrigerant was found to be the initial guess, 26000 lb-mol/hr. Any
decrease in this value caused temperature crossing in the liquefaction stage heat exchanger.
Temperature crossing was also observed in the sub-cooling stage heat exchanger when the subcooling refrigerant flow rate was decreased from its optimal value of 24000 lb-mol/hr. The

compressor works at the end of optimization are shown in table 30. The flow rates and valve
pressures are shown in table 31. Figures 68 to 70 show the T-Q diagrams after optimization is
complete.
Table 30
Compressor Work (HP)
C1 (Pre-cooling 1) 31838
C2 (Liquefaction) 21305
C3 (Sub-cooling 1) 12527
C4 (Sub-cooling 2) 8747

Table 31
Valve pressure (psia)
before optimization
15
30
15

Total flow rate
(lbmol/hr)
38000
26000
24000

Pre-cooling stage
Liquefaction stage
Sub-cooling Stage

Outlet Pressure (Psia)
450
900
1500
5000

Valve pressure (psia) after
optimization
45
105
35

Figure 68:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram (Pre‐
Cooling Stage)
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Figure 69:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Liquefaction Stage)
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Figure 70:CO2 MFCP T‐Q Diagram
(Sub‐Cooling Stage)
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Econom
mic Analy
ysis
Selecting thee appropriatee process too cater to sppecific needss could be very
v
challennging.
mic effect thhe process iss expected to produce usually
u
gets higher
h
priority in
Howeverr, the econom
the final selection staages. Not onnly is the cost per capaccity producedd relevant buut also the utility
u
costs assoociated with
h running thee process on a daily basiss.
D to the un
Due
navailability of specific process
p
information, a basic
b
model was
w developped to
compare all processees evenly. The total ecconomic lifee expectancyy of each project was set
s at
twenty years.
y
This enables any fixed
f
equipm
ment cost too be amortizeed on a yearrly basis. Prricing
each piecce of equipm
ment used inn a liquefactiion process was
w based on
o the docum
mented maxiimum
operatingg capacity off one train. It
I is assumedd that whoevver selects a process is reeady to operate at
its maxim
mum capacitty. This wouuld mean puurchasing larrge enough compressors, tanks andd heat
exchangeers to meet the maxim
mum design.. The two websites
w
prrimarily used in pricingg the
equipmennt were Matche.com
M
and Plant Design andd Economiccs for Chem
mical Engineers
equipmennt website (b
both listed in
i the refereences sectionn). Equation (6) below shows
s
the caapital
cost per year.
y

(6)
A
Another
impo
ortant factor in each proccess is the am
mount of waater and electtricity needeed to
process a selected miinimum amoount on LNG
G. This amouunt of ‘energgy’ obtained to produce this
t
minimum
m amount is then used ass basis for which
w
larger energy
e
requiirements are obtained. Thhe
average cost
c of waterr and electriccity throughout the wholle United States in 2007 was used inn this
analysis. The results produced byy the simulattion were caalculated on an
a hourly baasis before being
convertedd to a yearly
y basis. Equaation (7) is used
u
in this determination
d
n.

(7))
Since both equations (6)) and (7) arre on a costt per year basis,
b
their direct
d
summ
mation
would yiield an expeected energyy and capitall cost per yeear for each process. Sinnce each proocess

has differrent maximu
um operatingg capacities,, it becomes necessary too compare thhe cost per ton
t of
the produuct based on
n only a maaximum trainn capacity. This
T
relationnship becom
mes advantaggeous
because it limits eaach train too its maxim
mum operating capacityy. The equaation used in
i its
determinnation is as fo
ollows:

E
Each
train waas setup at a maximum capacity theereby any addditional cappacity beyonnd the
reported maximum capacity
c
would mean thhe addition of another train.
t
This would
w
doublle the
total equiipment cost for the new train as welll as increasee the energy cost involveed in the proocess.
Fig. 71 below
b
shows the relatioonship betweeen the capiital cost andd an operatinng capacity.. The
spikes inn the chart sig
gnify an incrrease in the capital
c
cost upon
u
the adddition of anoother train.

Figure 71: Capital Costt vs Capaacity
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T straight line
The
l signifiess the range at
a which the number
n
of trrains remainns constant ass
well as thhe equipmen
nt cost. This trend is not realized in the
t energy coost chart illuustrated in Fiigure
72 below
w. There is allways a propportional increase in the energy cost,, in relation to
t the capaciity
being meeasured.

Energy cost ($/MTPA)

Figure
e 72: Ene
ergy Cosst vs. Capacity
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T
Table
32 belo
ow shows thee estimated cost
c per ton and the maxximum operaation capacitty of
each proccess. This is aimed at maaking a direcct comparisoon between the
t processes in order to help
make deccisions on what
w processees should be selected.
Table 32: Prrocess Cost per Ton
T
Process
Cost per ton ($) Max
M capacityy (MTPA)
5.12
1.200
Prico
3.41
6.000
Liquefin
L
4.83
4.800
ExxonMobil
12.558
4.800
DMR
D
19.220
7.800
APX
A
31.773
7.200
MFCP
M
7.200
24.777
MFCP(CO2)
M
)
TEALARC
25.335
6.000
C3MR
C
12.993
4.800
20.115
5.000
Conoco
C
Recomm
mendations
N
Newer
processses on the list,
l which were
w
consideered relativelly more efficcient show lower
l
show
cost per ton
t and fare better in dirrect compariisons. Processses like Liqquefin and ExxonMobil
E
a lower cost
c per ton while produucing relativeely high cappacities. Largger processes like the MFCP,
M

TEALARC tend to spend more on capital cost and energy cost in order to obtain high train
capacities.
More factors would be involved in making a final decision on selecting a final process.
Some companies have proprietary rights over these techniques and installation costs might
include licensing fees as well. Some processes are sold outright to customers and some others are
contractual agreements usually involving revenue from selling natural gas. Trade sanctions and
conflict situations in international locations could also drive up the installation costs.
With each company in charge of negotiations involving process installations a cost, a
rigid blueprint on the economic impact cannot be easily determined externally. The use of
simulations based on available information and research show an initial overview and can serve
as a starting point before a final decision is to be made.
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Appendices
Patent Search
There were several searches conducted to find the processes chosen to be simulated.
Initially there were several documents available to search through for processes. These
documents included the most popular choices of liquefaction today, most of which were included
in those to be simulated. Second, it was felt that the easiest method to find other process and
information on the processes already chosen would be to use a search engine on the internet.

The second search was conducted through Google.com. In the entry box, the phrase
LNG liquefaction processes was entered. This gave the expected results of a few new processes
not already included and several processes that were. Of the processes already included, this
provided several new sources of information. For the processes that were not fully understood, it
provided alternative choices. Once this was completed, the names of individual processes were
placed in the search box. This provided more specific information on each process. The
information needed, was process flow diagrams, information about equipment, and information
about the refrigerant streams used. All this information was tracked and used in the simulation
process.

A search of patents in the United States Patent Office was also conducted. In searching
the patents, a quick search was completed. In the first search box, the phrase LNG liquefaction
was typed in. This allowed for both words to be kept together and for the search to use them
separately. In this manner the search was made more thorough. In later searches where the
words were included separately or other words were added, more patents were brought up, most
of which had nothing to do with liquefaction. A search was also conducted in the European

Patent Offfice websitee. The key phrases
p
that yielded
y
relevvant patents are LNG sysstem and nattural
gas liqueefaction.

In the rellevant search
h, roughly siixty patents were
w found with
w the worrds LNG liquuefaction. A
brief skim
m of the absttracts usuallyy removed thhe patents orr included thhem for furthher research. In
this first elimination processes, itt was found that most off the patents were not forr liquefaction
processess, but for shiips and or ree-gasificationn processes and
a such thaat are part off the natural gas
g
process as
a a whole. This
T eliminaated roughly forty processses. Of the remaining twenty
t
or so
patents leeft, further in
nquiries elim
minated mostt, once it waas determinedd that these were
w for
processess already inccluded, proceesses that weere similar, or
o processess in which thhe end result was
not for naatural gas ussed commerccially.

O the processses found inn the patents search onlyy four were kept
Of
k on the bases
b
discusssed
earlier. The
T processees included in
i the searchh are describeed in more detail
d
in the rest
r of the reeport.
Included in a later ap
ppendix are the
t results off our searchees.

Resultss of Patentt Searches

Europeaan Patent Off
ffice lists
Natural gas
g liquefacction
RESULT
T LIST
Approxim
mately 426 results foundd in the Worlldwide databbase for:
natural gas
g liquefaction in the tiitle
(Results are
a sorted byy date of uplload in database)

1

Naatural gas liquefaction

Invventor: WIL
LKINSON JOHN
J
D (US
S);
Applicant: OR
RTLOFF EN
NGINEERS LTD
L
HU
UDSON HA
ANK M (US)); (+1)
EC
C:
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/00
Pu
ublication in
nfo: US20088028790 - 20008-02-07
2

Naatural Gas Liquefaction
L
n Process

3

Invventor: BAU
UER HEINZ
Z (DE); FRA
ANKE Applicant: LIN
NDE AG (DE); STATOIIL ASA
HU
UBERT (DE
E); (+6)
(NO
O)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2D
IPC
C: F25J1/022; F25B1/10; F25B5/02 (+5)
Pu
ublication in
nfo: US20088006053 - 20008-01-10
Ap
pparatus forr the liquefaaction of naatural gas an
nd methods
rellating to sam
me
Invventor: WIL
LDING BRU
UCE M (US));
Applicant: BE
ECHTEL BW
WXT IDAHO
O LLC
BIN
NGHAM DE
ENNIS N (U
US); (+6)
(US
S)
EC
C: F25J3/08
8; F25J1/02; (+2)
IPC
C: B01D21/2
/26; F25J1/002; B01D36//04
(+110)
Pu
ublication in
nfo: EP18677940 - 2007-12-19

4

Naatural gas liquefaction system
Invventor: HOW
WARD HEN
NRY E (US))

Applicant: PR
RAXAIR TEC
CHNOLOGY INC
(US
S)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/00
Pu
ublication in
nfo: CN1010048636 - 20007-10-03
5

Naatural gas liquefaction.
Invventor: WIL
LKINSON JOHN
J
D HU
UDSON Applicant: OR
RTLOFF EN
NGINEERS LTD
L
HA
ANK M (US
S)
(US
S)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2; F25J3/02A
A2; (+4)
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/02;; F25J3/00 (+4)
Pu
ublication in
nfo: CN1010006313 - 20007-07-25

6

7

8

NA
ATURAL GAS
G
LIQUE
EFACTION METHOD
D
Invventor: BEL
LJAEV ALE
EKSANDR
Applicant: ZA
AO KRIOGA
AZ (RU)
AL
LEKSEEVIC
CH (RU); GL
LAZUNOV
VIIKTOR DMIITRIEVICH
H (RU); (+3)
EC
C:
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/00
Pu
ublication in
nfo: RU23066500 - 2007--09-20
Noovel second--order mixeed refrigerattion processs used for natural
gas liquefactio
on
Invventor: LIA
ANG SHIXI ZHANG (CN
N)
Applicant: HE
ENAN ZHON
NGYUAN GREEN
G
EN
NERGY H (C
CN)
EC
C:
IPC
C: F25J1/022; F25J1/00
Pu
ublication in
nfo: CN1010008545 - 20007-08-01
AP
PPARARTU
US FOR TH
HE LIQUEF
FACTION OF
O NATUR
RAL
GA
AS AND ME
ETHODS RELATING
R
G TO SAME
E
Invventor: TUR
RNER TERR
RY D (US);
Applicant: BA
ATTELLE EN
NERGY
WIILDING BR
RUCE M (US
S); (+1)
AL
LLIANCE LL
LC (US)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2; F25J3/08
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/00

9

10

Pu
ublication in
nfo: WO20007133233 - 2007-11-22
2
AP
PPARATUS
S FOR THE
E LIQUEFA
ACTION OF
F NATURA
AL GAS
AN
ND METHO
ODS RELATING TO SAME
S
Invventor: WIL
LDING BRU
UCE M (US));
Applicant: BA
ATTELLE EN
NERGY
MC
CKELLAR MICHAEL
M
G (US); (+22)
AL
LLIANCE LL
LC (US)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2; F25J3/00B
B; (+4)
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25J1/00
Pu
ublication in
nfo: WO20007130108 - 2007-11-15
2
Meethod for liq
quefying hyydrocarbon--rich flow, particularly
p
y
naatural gas flo
ow, involvess subjectingg hydrocarb
bon-rich flow
w to
absorptive wa
ater separattion, before its liquefacttion, where cooling
of liquefied hy
ydrocarbon
n-rich flow iss up stream
med
Invventor: BOE
ELT MANF
FRED (DE); FOERG Applicant: LIN
NDE AG (DE)
WO
OLFGANG (DE); (+3)
EC
C: F25J1/02
2D
IPC
C: F25J1/000; F25B43/000; F25J1/000 (+1)
Pu
ublication in
nfo: DE1020006021620 - 2007-11-155

Lng systeem list

RESULT
T LIST
Approxim
mately 180 results foundd in the Worlldwide databbase for:
lng systeem in the titlee
(Results are
a sorted byy date of uplload in database)

1

2

METHOD
D FOR TRE
EATING OFF
FSHORE LN
NG
REGASIF
FICATION SYSTEM
S
FO
OR LNG REG
GASIFICATIION
SHIP
Inventor:: YOON JEO
ONG SIK (KR
KR); BAE
Applicant: DAEWOO
D
SH
SHIPBUILDI
ING &
JAE RYU
U (KR)
MARINE (K
KR)
EC:
IPC: B63B227/30; B63B
B27/34; F17C
C9/02
(+2)
Publicatiion info: KR
R100779779B
B - 2007-11--27
LNG-BAS
SED POWE
ERAND RBG
GASIFICATIO
ON SYSTEM
M
Inventor:: KLOCHKO
O MARAT (IL
IL);
KAPLAN
N URI (IL); (+4)
(
EC:

3

Applicant: ORMAT
O
TEC
CHNOLOGIIES
INC (US)
IPC: F01K227/00; F01K
K25/00;
F01K25/08 (+2)

Publicatiion info: EP1888883 - 2008-02-20
2
SYSTEM
M TO INCREA
ASE CAPAC
CITY OF LN
NG-BASED
LIQUEFI
FIER IN AIR SEPARATIO
ON PROCESSS
Inventor:: DEE DOU
UGLAS PAUL
L; CHOE Applicant: AIR
A PROD & CHEM
JUNG SO
OO; (+1)
EC: F25
5J3/04F
IPC:

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Publicatiion info: SG138574 - 20008-01-28
LNG SYS
STEM EMPL
LOYING STA
ACKED VER
RTICAL HEA
EAT
EXCHAN
NGERS TO PROVIDE
P
L
LIQUID
REF
FLUX STREA
AM
Inventor:: EATON AN
NTHONY P (US);
(
Applicant: CONOCOPH
C
HILLIPS CO
O (US)
MESSER
RSMITH DAVID (US); (+
+1)
EC: F25
5J3/02C4; F25J1/02;
F
(+3)
IPC: F25J11/00; F25J1//00
Publicatiion info: US2
S20080227166 - 2008-01-331
LNG SYS
STEM WITH
H ENHANCE
ED REFRIGE
ERATION
EFFICIE
ENCY
Inventor:: RANSBARG
GER WELD
DON L
Applicant: CONOCOPH
C
HILLIPS CO
O (US);
(US); MA
ARTINEZ BO
OBBY D (USS); (+1)
RANSBARG
GER WELDO
ON L (US); (+2)
(
EC:
IPC: F25J11/00; F25J1//00
Publicatiion info: WO
O20080140991 - 2008-01--31
Lng Conttainment Sysstem And Meethod Of Asssembling Lngg
Containm
ment System
Inventor:: GULATI KAILASH
K
C (US);
(
Applicant:
BALLARD
D THOMASS A (US); (+1)
EC: F17
7C1/00
IPC: E04H11/00; F17C11/00; E04H11/00
(+1)
Publicatiion info: US2
S20080167888 - 2008-01-224
SEAM BU
UTT TYPE INSULATION
I
ON SYSTEM HAVING
H
WELDAB
BLE SECON
NDARY BAR
RRIER FOR LNG
L
TANKSS
Inventor:: MIN KEH--SIK (KR); KIM
K OIApplicant: HYUN
H
DAI HEAVY
H
IND
D CO
HYUN (K
KR); (+5)
LTD (KR); MIN
M KEH-SSIK (KR); (+6)
EC:
IPC: B65D990/06; B65D
D90/02
Publicatiion info: WO
O2008007837 - 2008-01--17
LNG presssure regulaating system and pressurre regulatingg
method th
hereof
Inventor:: HUANG HUA
H
WENG (CN)
Applicant: CHINA
C
INTE
ERNAT MAR
RINE
CONTAINE
E (CN)
EC:
IPC: B67D55/60; B67D55/60
Publicatiion info: CN
N101058401 - 2007-10-224
LNG SYS
STEM WITH
H OPTIMIZE
ED HEAT EX
XCHANGER
R
CONFIG
GURATION
Inventor:: HULSEY KEVIN
K
H (US
US);
Applicant:
RANSBA
ARGER WEL
LDON L (US)
S); (+1)
EC: F25
5J1/02
IPC: F25J11/00; F25J1//00
Publicatiion info: US2
S20072837188 - 2007-12-13
AUTO WELDING
W
M
MACHINE
FO
OR SETTING
G INSULATI
TION
SYSTEM
M INSIDE CA
ARGO TANK
K OF LNG SHIP
SH
Inventor:: YANG YOU
UNG MYUN
NG (KR); Applicant: KOREA
K
GASS CORP (KR
R)
YOON IH
HN SOO (KR
R); (+2)
EC:
IPC: B23K337/02; B23K
K9/00; B23K
K37/02
(+1)
Publicatiion info: KR
R200700966333 - 2007-100-02
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